
Making Connections Forum

Kedron Wavell Services Club
375 Hamilton Road

Chermside South, Brisbane

UBD Ref. Map  120: B14

Sunday 21 June 2009 
9.20am–3pm

(Registrations from 9am)

Creatures,  
Cultures and 
Generation Y



Join members of Brisbane's catchment, bushcare and conservation 
partnerships community for a day of making connections. See 
practical solutions for increasing landscape connectivity for wildlife, 
learn about connecting your group with indigenous and other cultures 
and investigate innovative ways to connect with young people. 

Registration
To register, email shelley.dunlop@brisbane.qld.gov.au  
or phone (07) 3407 0052 by 15 June. 

The forum will provide an informative and interactive environment for 
participants to learn diverse and innovative tools, projects and strategies 
to enhance the capacity of their own group for making connections:

 4 wildlife movement solutions

 4 tour of Hamilton Road wildlife movement solutions site

 4 connecting with our diverse cultures

 4 connecting with young people



Making Connections Forum  
Sunday 21 June 2009

9–9.20am Registration

9.20–9.45am Welcome
Forum Overview

Brisbane City Council

9.45–10.45am Wildlife Movement 
Solutions  

Darryl Jones

10.45–12 noon Bus Tour to Hamilton Road Wildlife Movement Solutions Site

12–12.45pm Lunch

12.45–1.45pm Connecting with our 
diverse communities

Grace Coyle

1.45–2pm Afternoon tea

2–2.50pm Connecting with Young 
People 

Gerard Dowling and Steve 
Capelin

2.50pm–3pm Conclusion



The Creek Ranger program is another way Council is achieving our shared vision  
for a clean, green Brisbane.
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www.brisbane.qld.gov.au  
or call (07) 3403 8888

Presenters
Darryl Jones is an Associate Professor in the Griffith School of Environment, 
Griffith University. While maintaining his life-long interest in mound-building 
birds, he now concentrates on urban ecology - especially the management and 
conservation of the wild animals that live with us in the suburban environment.  
He will also share with you his experience of wildlife movement solutions,  
such as the Hamilton Road landbridge.

Grace Coyle has a wealth of experience in education and community 
development, particularly on overcoming social barriers between Indigenous  
and ethnically-diverse communities and ‘main stream’ Australia. Her presentation 
and workshop will challenge you to consider how you can effectively 'make 
connections' with your community.

Steve Capelin and Gerard Dowling are members of Brisbane City Council's 
Youth Team, and have been engaged with young people since 2001 in areas 
such as youth enterprise, arts and cultural programs. They will talk about their 
experiences in working with young people and what makes them tick, and they'll 
help you remember what it was like to be 19.

Brought to you by Brisbane City Council's 
Creek Ranger program.


